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ABSTRACT

Context. The young T Tauri star PDS 70 has two gas accreting planets sharing one large gap in a pre-transitional disc. Dust continuum
emission from PDS 70 c has been detected by Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Band 7, considered as the
evidence of a circumplanetary disc. However, there has been no detection of the dust emission from the CPD of PDS 70 b.
Aims. We constrain the planet mass and the gas accretion rate of the planets by introducing a model of dust evolution in the CPDs
and reproducing the detection and non-detection of the dust emission.
Methods. We first develop a 1D steady gas disc model of the CPDs reflecting the planet properties. We then calculate the radial
distribution of the dust profiles considering the dust evolution in the gas disc and calculate the total flux density of dust thermal
emission from the CPDs.
Results. We find positive correlations between the flux density of dust emission and three planet properties, the planet mass, gas
accretion rate, and their product called “MMdot”. We then find that the MMdot of PDS 70 c is ≥ 4 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1, corresponding to
the planet mass of ≥ 5 MJ and the gas accretion rate of ≥ 2× 10−8 MJ yr−1. This is the first case to succeed in obtaining constraints on
planet properties from the flux density of dust continuum emission from a CPD. We also find some loose constraints on the properties
of PDS 70 b from the non-detection of its dust emission.
Conclusions. We propose possible scenarios for PDS 70 b and c explaining the non-detection respectively detection of the dust
emission from their CPDs. The first explanation is that planet c has larger planet mass and/or larger gas accretion rate than planet b.
The other possibility is that the CPD of planet c has a larger amount of dust supply and/or weaker turbulence than that of planet b. If
the dust supply to planet c is larger than b due to its closeness to the outer dust ring, it is also quantitatively consistent with that planet
c has weaker Hα line emission than planet b considering the dust extinction effect.
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1. Introduction

Forming planets with enough mass embedded in protoplanetary
disc (PPDs) accrete gas from the discs and form small gas discs
called circumplanetary discs (CPDs) around them. There have
been a lot of (magneto-) hydrodynamical ((M)HD) simulations
of gas accreting planets to reveal the gas accreting process, one
of the most fundamental processes of giant planet formation (e.g.
Lubow et al. 1999; Tanigawa et al. 2012; Gressel et al. 2013;
Schulik et al. 2020). In addition, CPDs are the birthplaces of
large satellites around gas planets; therefore the discs have been
investigated in the context of the satellite formation (e.g. Canup
& Ward 2006; Shibaike et al. 2019). However, there were no
detection of gas accreting planets nor CPDs in extrasolar systems
until just recently, meaning that their research had been restricted
to theoretical approaches such as numerical simulations.

Recently, several gas accreting planets and a CPD have been
discovered, making the subject highly interested. There have
been two gas accreting planets reported around a young T Tauri
star PDS 70 (spectral type K7; Mstar = 0.76 M⊙; 5.4 Myr old),
where the system is located at d = 113.43 pc in the Upper
Centaurus Lupus association (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018;
Müller et al. 2018). PDS 70 b and c are located at a semi-major
axis of apl = 20.6 and 34.5 au, respectively, and share a large
gap in a pre-transitional disc with an inclination of i = 51.7◦

(Müller et al. 2018; Keppler et al. 2019; Haffert et al. 2019).
The two planets have been observed in many ways such as mul-
tiple infrared (IR) wavelengths and Hα emission (e.g. Keppler
et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2018; Aoyama & Ikoma 2019; Haffert
et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021). These observations can constrain
two important properties of the forming planets: the planet mass
(Mpl) and/or the gas accretion rate (Ṁg,pl). The flux of such emis-
sion from the planet b is higher than that of c in most of the
previous observations, suggesting that the planet mass and the
gas accretion rate of the planet b are higher than those of c (see
also Tab. 2 and Section 4.1 for more detailed explanations of the
previous observations).

On the other hand, there has been only one detection of
a CPD: the dust continuum emission from the CPD around
PDS 70 c with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA) in Band 7 (λ = 855 µm) (Isella et al. 2019; Benisty
et al. 2021; Casassus & Cárcamo 2022)1. The dust emission has

1 Christiaens et al. (2019a) shows that the best fit to the SED (IR)
of PDS 70 b is obtained by a model considering a CPD around the
planet. There is also a candidate CPD in the system of AS209 discov-
ered by the distortion of the gas velocity field (Bae et al. 2022). A few
marginal CPD candidates are also discovered by the dust continuum of
λ = 1.25 mm in the Disk Substructures at High Angular Resolution
Project (DSHARP) survey (Andrews et al. 2021).
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not been detected from the CPD of PDS 70 b but only from
the predicted location of L5 of the planet (Benisty et al. 2021;
Balsalobre-Ruza et al. 2023). This fact that only the planet c
has the detection of the dust continuum looks inconsistent with
that the IR and Hα luminosity of the planet b is higher than that
of c, which has been one of the issues not solved yet. Benisty
et al. (2021) detected Id = 86 ± 16 µJy beam−1 dust continuum
emission (peak intensity) from PDS 70 c with the noise level of
1σ = 15.7 µJy. The radius of CPD is about rout = 1/3 RH, which
is about 1 au in the case of PDS 70 c, meaning that it is difficult
to resolve the CPD by ALMA and any other current telescopes.
The Hill radius is defined as RH ≡ {Mpl/(3Mstar)}1/3apl, where
Mpl, Mstar, and apl are the planet mass, the stellar mass, and the
orbital distance of the planet, respectively. Therefore, only infor-
mation we can obtain from the dust continuum observation is its
total flux density from the CPD (Femit). We note that Casassus &
Cárcamo (2022) revisits the ALMA data and finds that the flux
density of dust emission from PDS 70 c could be variable by at
least 42 ± 13% over a few years time-span.

Benisty et al. (2021) and the other previous works (e.g. Bae
et al. 2019) estimate the (maximum) dust size (Rd) and the dust
mass (Md) from the observed value of Femit. If the size of all
dust in the CPD is Rd = 1 mm and 1 µm, the dust mass is esti-
mated as Md ∼ 0.007M⊕ and ∼ 0.031M⊕, respectively (Benisty
et al. 2021). However, the evolution of dust is not considered in
the previous works, meaning that the two parameters are free pa-
rameters, resulting in that the degeneracy of the two parameters
is impossible to be resolved. Here, we introduce a dust evolu-
tion model developed in the context of the satellite formation in
CPDs and replace the two parameters, Rd and Md, to one sin-
gle parameter, Ṁd,tot, the total mass flux of dust inflowing to the
CPDs (Shibaike et al. 2017; Shibaike & Mori 2023). As a result,
Rd and Md can be calculated from Ṁd,tot and the conditions of
the gas discs. The conditions of the viscous accretion CPDs (i.e.
the radial profiles of the gas surface density Σg and midplane
temperature Tmid) are determined by the three dominant param-
eters: the planet mass (Mpl), the mass flux of gas inflowing to
the CPDs (Ṁg,tot(≈ Ṁg,pl)) and the strength of turbulence in the
CPDs (α). Moreover, the realistic value of the parameter Ṁd,tot
is not so wide, because the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the gas in-
flow to CPDs, x ≡ Ṁd,tot/Ṁg,tot, should be lower than the stellar
composition 0.01 by considering the effect of dust filtering at
the edge of the gap the two planets sharing. Therefore, there is a
possibility to constrain the planet properties, Mpl and Ṁg,pl, from
the observed dust thermal emission value, Femit = 86 ± 16 µJy.

In Section 2, we explain the models and parameters used in
this work. Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 describe the gas disc (CPD),
dust evolution, and dust continuum emission models, respec-
tively. We summarize the parameter settings in Section 2.4. In
Section 3, we first show the examples of the radial profiles of
the gas and dust in CPDs calculated by our model explained in
Section 3.1. We then investigate the dependence of the flux den-
sity of dust emission from CPDs on the planet mass and the gas
accretion rate (Section 3.2). We also investigate the effects of the
other properties of the planets and CPDs in Section 3.3. We then
obtain the constraints on the properties of PDS 70 b and c by
using the revealed dependence and compare our estimates with
those of the previous works (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, we
propose possible scenarios for PDS 70 b and c consistent with
the constraints obtained in the previous section. In Section 5, we
conclude our research. We also explain some detailed parts of
the models in Appendix.

2. Methods

2.1. Gas disc model

In the previous works of the observations of CPDs and forming
planets, simple 1D disc models have been used for CPDs (Zhu
2015; Eisner 2015). In such models, the gas surface density has a
power-low radial distribution assuming viscous accretion. Here,
we model a detailed steady 1D gas disc with gas inflow based on
the model proposed in Canup & Ward (2002) called as the “gas-
starved” disc model. Figure 1 is the schematic picture of our gas
(and dust) disc model. Unlike the assumptions in the previous
work, we use an expression about the specific angular momen-
tum of the inflowing gas derived from the results of multiple
previous hydrodynamical simulations, which determines the po-
sition of the outer edge of the gas inflow region (Ward & Canup
2010). We also introduce the inner edge of the disc due to the
magnetic field of the planet. Plus, we calculate the disc tempera-
ture more detailed than the previous work. We iteratively calcu-
late the gas and temperature profiles simultaneously. We explain
the model in detail in the following sections.

2.1.1. Inflow and surface density of the disc

First, we assume that the outer edge of the disc as rout = 1/3 RH.
Most previous hydrodynamical simulations show that the gas
structure is azimuthally symmetric inside the outer edge and the
gas (surface) density of r < rout is much higher than that of
r > rout (e.g. Tanigawa et al. 2012; Schulik et al. 2020). There-
fore, we only calculate the gas structure inside rout by a 1D (ra-
dial direction) disk model.

We consider a steady gas disc with constant supply of gas.
We assume that the gas flows into the region of rin ≤ r ≤
rinf , where r is the distance from the planet, rin is the posi-
tion of the inner edge of the disc (see Section 2.1.2), and rinf
is the outer boundary of the gas inflow region. We assume that
the gas flows onto the disc with uniform mass flux per area,
Fg = Ṁg,tot/(πr2

inf), where Ṁg,tot is the total mass rate of the
gas inflow onto the CPD2. In that case, rinf = 25/16 rc, where
rc ≡ j2c/(GMpl) is the centrifugal radius of the inflowing gas
with the average specific angular momentum, jc (Canup & Ward
2002; Ward & Canup 2010). The letter G is the gravitational con-
stant. We then define the average gas specific angular momentum
as jc ≡ lΩK,plR2

H, where l is the angular momentum bias, and

ΩK,pl =
√

GMpl/a3
pl is the Keplerian frequency of the planet.

There is a correlation between the centrifugal and Hill radii that
rc = l2/3 RH. When l = 1, the centrifugal radius reaches the
outer edge of the disc (i.e., rc = rout). On the other hand, the
value l = 1/4 corresponds to the specific angular momentum of
undeflected 2D Keplerian flow (i.e., neglecting the gravity of the
planet) across the region of r = RH (i.e., accretion boundary)
(Lissauer & Kary 1991; Ward & Canup 2010)3. In our model,
we use an approximation to calculate l derived by previous hy-
drodynamical simulations (Ward & Canup 2010):

l = 0.12
(

RB

RH

)1/2

+ 0.13, (1)

2 The r dependence of the mass flux is still controversial. For example,
a hydrodynamical simulation by Tanigawa et al. (2012) finds about ∝
r−1.
3 We assume that the Bondi radius, RB, is larger than the Hill radius.
Otherwise, the gas across the region between the two radii does not ac-
crete onto the CPD, and l = 1/4 should be corrected to l = 1/4(RB/RH)2

(Ward & Canup 2010).
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where RB = GMpl/c2
s,PPD is the Bondi radius. Here, we use

cs,PPD =
√

kBTPPD/µmH as the isothermal sound speed around
the planet, where kB, TPPD, and mH are the Boltzmann constant,
the temperature of the protoplanetary disc around the planet, and
the mass of an hydrogen atom, respectively. We assume the mean
molecular weight of the gas as µ = ((1−Y)/2.006+Y/4.008)−1 =
2.32 with the mass fraction of helium of Y = 0.27. We note that,
however, these previous numerical simulations assume the cases
of Jupiter (or similar planets), and the ratio RB/RH of PDS 70 b
and c are much larger than what they assume.

The steady state gas surface density profile of a viscous ac-
cretion disc is analytically solved (Canup & Ward 2002),

Σg,CW =
4Ṁg,tot

15πν


5
4
−

√
rinf

rout
−

1
4

(
r

rinf

)2

, r < rinf ,√
rinf

r
−

√
rinf

rout
, r ≥ rinf ,

(2)

where rin ≪ rinf and ν is the disc viscosity. The total mass
flux onto the planet (i.e, the gas accretion rate onto the planet)
through the disc is,

Ṁg,pl = Ṁg,tot

(
1 −

4
5

√
rinf

rout

)
. (3)

When the innermost region of the disc is truncated at rin, the gas
surface density is corrected to

Σg = Σg,CW

(
1 −

√
rin

r

) (
1 −

√
rin

rout

)−1

. (4)

We do not consider any other sub-structures of CPDs such as
pressure bumps formed by potential satellites, which may in-
crease the flux density of dust emission with halting the dust drift
(Bae et al. 2019). However, there are numerous of possibilities,
it is beyond the scope of this paper to consider them.

The gas surface density depends on the midplane tempera-
ture of the disc through the disc viscosity, ν ≡ αcsHg, where
α, cs, and Hg are the strength of turbulence (assumed uni-
form), the isothermal sound speed, and the gas scale height,
respectively (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). The isothermal sound
speed depends on the midplane temperature, Tmid, with cs =√

kBTmid/(µmH). We calculate the midplane temperature in Sec-
tion 2.1.3. The gas scale height is Hg = cs/ΩK, where ΩK =√

GMpl/r3 is the Keplerian frequency.

2.1.2. Inner edge of the disc

The position of the disc inner edge, rin, is assumed to depend on
the strength of the magnetic field of the planet via a magneto-
spheric cavity. There is a correlation between the strength of the
magnetic field of planets (and stars) and the energy flux available
for generating the field (Christensen et al. 2009). The strength of
the magnetic field at the surface of the planet (on the midplane)
is,

Bs =
1

fsurf

√
2µ0c fohm⟨ρdyn⟩

1/3

(
F
q0

)2/3

(5)

where µ0 = 4π is permeability, ⟨ρdyn⟩ is the mean density of the
dynamo region, and q0 = Ldyn/(4πR2

dyn) is the bolometric flux at
the outer boundary of the dynamo region. Here, we assume that

𝑟!"# =
1
3𝑅$ 𝑅$𝑟%&' =	

25
16
𝑟(

𝑟%&

Gas & dust
inflow

Dust
drift

Gas disc

Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the disc model. Gas and dust flow onto the
region r ≤ rinf of the CPD with a uniform mass flux (blue region). The
gas disc expands outward by the diffusion and is truncated at r = rout.
The disc is also truncated by the magnetospheric cavity of the planet at
r = rin. Dust drifts toward the planet and only exists in the blue region.

the top of the dynamo region is corresponding to the surface of
the planet (i.e., Rdyn = Rpl); therefore Ldyn = Lpl, where Lpl is
the luminosity of the planet, and ⟨ρdyn⟩ = Mpl/(4π/3R3

pl). The
planet radius, Rpl, is an input parameter. We set the factor from
the mean internal magnetic field strength of the dynamo region
⟨Bdyn⟩ to the mean surface field Bs as fsurf = ⟨Bdyn⟩/Bs = 3.5, the
constant of proportionality as c = 0.63, the ratio of ohmic dissi-
pation to total dissipation as fohm = 1, and the efficiency factor
considering the averaging of the radially varying properties as
F = 1 (see Christensen et al. (2009) for the details).

The disc inner edge, in other words, the truncation radius by
the magnetospheric cavity of the planet is

rin =

(
µ′M2

2Ω(rin)Ṁg,pl

)1/5

=

 M4

4GMplṀ2
g,pl

1/7

(6)

where M = BsR3
pl, and the magnetic field is assumed to

be a pole-aligned dipole (D’Angelo & Spruit 2010; Takasao
et al. 2022). This expression is derived from the condition for
the steady angular momentum transfer at the disc inner edge,
Ṁg,plΩ(rin) ≈ BϕBzrin, where MHD simulations by Takasao et al.
(2022) show that Ω(rin) = ΩK(rin) and µ′ = |Bϕ/Bz| = 1 in the
case of a T Tauri star. Note that this expression is the same with
the classical expression derived from the balance between the
magnetic and ram pressure with spherical accretion except for
small difference by a factor of a few (Ghosh & Lamb 1979).

2.1.3. Disc temperature

We calculate the disc temperature as follows instead of the sim-
plified way used in Canup & Ward (2002). The midplane tem-
perature Tmid can be calculated from the energy balance between
each heat source and sink (Nakamoto & Nakagawa 1994; Hueso
& Guillot 2005; Emsenhuber et al. 2021),

σSBT 4
mid =

1
2

{(
3
8
τR +

1
2τP

)
Ėv +

(
1 +

1
2τP

)
Ės

}
+σSBT 4

irr,tot, (7)
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where σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, τR and τP are the
Rosseland and Planck mean optical depths, Ėv and Ės are the
viscous dissipation rate and the shock-heating rate per unit sur-
face area, and Tirr,tot is the total effective temperature heated by
irradiation from multiple heat sources.

The Rosseland mean optical depth is τR = κdiscΣg, where
we calculate the opacity κdisc(ρg,mid,Tmid) as the maximum of
the fixed dust opacity computed by Bell & Lin (1994), consider-
ing the dust-to-gas surface density ratio (ZΣ,est) with an approx-
imate expression consistent with the ratio calculated in Section
2.2 (see Appendix A for the detail), and the gas opacity calcu-
lated by Freedman et al. (2014). The gas density on the midplane
is ρg,mid = Σg/(

√
2πHg). We set the Planck mean optical depth

as τP = 2.4τR (Nakamoto & Nakagawa 1994).
The viscous dissipation rate is

Ėv = Σgν

(
r
∂ΩK

∂r

)2

=
9
4
ΣgνΩK. (8)

The shock-heating rate is

Ės =


GMplṀg,tot

πr2
inf

(
1
r
−

1
rout

)
, r ≤ rinf ,

0, rinf < r,
(9)

where we assume it is equal to the rate of gravitational energy
released when the gas falls onto the disc with free-fall from the
position (altitude) where the distance to the planet is rout.

The total effective temperature resulting from irradiation is
calculated by

T 4
irr,tot = T 4

irr,surf + T 4
irr,mid + T 4

irr,PPD, (10)

where Tirr,surf , Tirr,mid, and Tirr,PPD are the effective temperature
heated by the irradiation from the planet (the surfaces of the
disc are heated), heated directly by the irradiation of the planet
through the midplane, and heated by the surrounding PPD, re-
spectively. The first term of the right side of Eq. (10) is,

T 4
irr,surf = T 4

pl

 2
3π

(
Rpl

r

)3

+
1
2

(
Rpl

r

)2 Hg

r

(
∂ ln Hg

∂ ln r
− 1

) . (11)

The first and second terms in the bracket represent the irradia-
tion onto flat and flaring discs, respectively. We do not directly
calculate ∂ ln Hg/∂ ln r but give a fixed value of 9/7 (Chiang &
Goldreich 1997). The planet temperature is

Tpl =

(
Lpl,tot

4πσSBRpl

)1/4

, (12)

where Lpl,tot = Lpl + Lshock is the total luminosity of the planet.
The intrinsic planet luminosity, Lpl, is an input parameter and
is corresponding to the effective temperature of the planet, Teff ,
with Lpl ≡ 4πσSBR2

plT
4
eff . The luminosity by the shock created

by the gas accretion onto the planet is

Lshock = ηeff
GMplṀg,pl

Rpl

(
1 −

Rpl

rin

)
, (13)

where we fix the global radiation efficiency of the gas accretion
shock as ηeff = 0.95 (Marleau et al. 2019). The second term of
Eq. (10) is

T 4
irr,mid =

Lpl,tot

16πr2σSB
exp (−τmid), (14)

where the horizontal optical depth thorough the midplane is

τmid =

∫ r

rin

ρg,midκdisc dr. (15)

We note that this term is not important in the situations consid-
ered in this work; it is important only in the very final stage of the
disc. The third term of Eq. (10), Tirr,PPD is equal to the tempera-
ture in the surrounding PPD, TPPD, which is an input parameter
of this model. In this work, we use the value 51 K (PDS 70 b)
and 32 K (PDS 70 c) obtained by substituting their orbital radii
for the temperature model provided in Law et al. (2024), which
fits to observations in a set of CO isotopologue lines.

2.2. Evolution of dust particles

We calculate the growth and drift of dust particles in the fixed
1D gas discs model of Section 2.1. We calculate the radial dis-
tribution of the surface density of the dust particles, Σd, and their
peak mass, md, by solving the following equations, Eqs. (16) and
(17), simultaneously. Here, we implicitly assume that the evolu-
tion timescale of the particles is much shorter than that of the gas
in order to treat the dust (and gas) distribution as steady.

We assume the size of supplied dust as Rd,0 = 1 µm, because
only such a small dust can penetrate inside the gap of PDS 70
system by being coupled with gas (see Figure 4 of Bae et al.
(2019)). If the dust is well coupled even with the gas inflow onto
CPDs, the dust-to-gas mass flux ratio of the inflow should be
assumed uniform in the whole inflow region, r ≤ rinf . Also, we
only consider the dust in rin ≤ r ≤ rinf , because we assume
that the supplied dust only moves inward in CPDs. Then, from
the conservation of mass, the dust mass accretion rate inside the
CPDs is

Ṁd = Ṁd,tot

1 −
(

r
rinf

)2
 = −2πrvrΣd, (16)

where Ṁd,tot is the total dust mass flux flowing onto the CPD
from the parental PPD. Here, we define the dust-to-gas mass ra-
tio in the gas inflow as x ≡ Ṁd,tot/Ṁg,tot, which is one of the
most important parameters in this work. We assume that, inside
the snowline (see Eqs (29) and (30)), Ṁd becomes half of that
outside the snowline because the water ice evaporates from the
dust particles. We note that if the dust growth timescale is not
quick enough, the size frequency distribution of dust may have
two peaks, a peak composed of the particles drifting as pebbles
and that of the particles just supplied to the CPDs. However, we
show that such small grains will not play an important role in
the total millimeter flux density of dust emission by changing
the slope of the dust size frequency distribution and making sure
it does not affect the results a lot in Section 2.4.

The collisional growth of the drifting particles in CPDs is
(Sato et al. 2016),

vr
dmd

dr
= ϵgrow

2
√
πR2

d∆vdd

Hd
Σd, (17)

where ϵgrow, ∆vdd and Hd are the sticking efficiency for a sin-
gle collision, collision velocity, and vertical dust scale height,
respectively. The mass of a single dust particle is md =
(4π/3)R3

dρint, where ρint = 1.4 and 3.0 g cm−3 are the internal
density of the icy and rocky particles, respectively. In this work,
we assume that the particles are compact. Even if the particles
are fluffy, the radial distribution of the particles will not change
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so much (Shibaike et al. 2017; Shibaike & Mori 2023), but the
dust emission could change (Kataoka et al. 2014) and the inves-
tigation of its effect is a future work.

The Stokes number of particles in the Epstein, Stokes, and
Newton regimes can be expressed by a single equation (Ronnet
et al. 2017),

St =
{
ρg,midvth

ρintRd
min

(
1,

3
8
∆vdg

vth
CD

)}−1

ΩK, (18)

where vth =
√

8/πcs is the thermal gas velocity, ∆vdg is the rel-
ative velocity between the dust particles and gas, and CD is a
dimensionless coefficient that depends on the particle Reynolds
number, Rep. The particle Reynolds number is

Rep =
4Rd∆vdg

vthλmfp
, (19)

where λmfp = mg/(σmolρg,mid) is the mean free path of the
gas molecules with their collisional cross section being σmol =
2 × 10−15cm2. The critical particle Reynolds number is Rep =
24/CD, where we calculate CD as (Perets & Murray-Clay 2011),

CD =
24

Rep

(
1 + 0.27Rep

)0.43
+ 0.47

[
1 − exp

(
−0.04Rep

0.38
)]
.

(20)

The dust diffusion determines the vertical distribution except
for the case that the diffusion is weak and the Kelvin-Helmholtz
(KH) instability plays a role (e.g. Chiang & Youdin 2010). The
scale height induced by the vertical diffusion is (Youdin & Lith-
wick 2007),

Hd,diff = Hg

(
1 +

St
αdiff

1 + 2St
1 + St

)−1/2

. (21)

The scale height induced by the KH instability is,

Hd,KH = Ri1/2
Z1/2
ρ

(1 + Zρ)3/2 ηr

= {RiZΣHg(ηr)2}1/3 − ZΣHg (22)

where Ri = 0.5 is the Richardson number for the particles and
Zρ = ρd,mid/ρg,mid is the dust-to-gas midplane density ratio (Hy-
odo et al. 2021). The KH instability gives the minimum dust
scale height when the particles are small, which is assumed as
St < 1, but the instability does not grow when the particles are
large (Michikoshi & Inutsuka 2006). Then, the dust scale height
is calculated as,

Hd =

{
max{Hd,diff ,Hd,KH}, St < 1,
Hd,diff , 1 ≤ St.

(23)

The midplane dust density is ρd,mid = Σd/(
√

2πHd).
Dust particles in CPDs drift inward, because they lose their

angular momentum by the gas in sub-Keplerian rotation. The
radial drift velocity of the particles is (Whipple 1972; Adachi
et al. 1976; Weidenschilling 1977)

vr = −2
St

St2 + 1
ηvk, (24)

where vk = rΩk is the Kepler velocity, and

η = −
1
2

(
Hg

r

)2 ∂ ln ρg,midc2
s

∂ ln r
(25)

is the ratio of the pressure gradient force to the gravity of the
central planet.

The collision velocity between the particles is,

∆vdd =

√
∆v2

B + ∆v2
r + ∆v2

ϕ + ∆v2
z + ∆v2

t , (26)

where ∆vB, ∆vr, ∆vϕ, ∆vz, and ∆vt are the relative velocities in-
duced by their Brownian motion, radial drift, azimuthal drift,
vertical sedimentation, and turbulence, respectively (Okuzumi
et al. 2012). These velocities are ∆vB =

√
16kBT/(πmd), ∆vr =

|vr(St1) − vr(St2)|, where St1 = St and St2 = 0.5St, ∆vϕ =
|vϕ(St1) − vϕ(St2)|, where vϕ = −ηvK/(1 + St2), and ∆vz =
|vz(St1) − vz(St2)|, where vz = −ΩKStHd,diff/(1 + St) (see Sato
et al. (2016) for the details). The relative velocity induced by
turbulence (diffusion) is (Ormel & Cuzzi 2007)

∆3t =


√
αdiffcsRe1/4

t |St1 − St2| , St1 ≪ Re−1/2
t ,

√
3αdiffcsSt1/21 , Re−1/2

t ≪ St1 ≪ 1,
√
αdiffcs

(
1

1 + St1
+

1
1 + St2

)1/2

, 1 ≪ St1,

(27)

where the turbulence Reynolds number is Ret = ν/νmol. The
molecular viscosity is νmol = vthλmfp/2. We also calculate the
dust-to-gas relative velocity, ∆vdg, by setting St1 = St and
St2 → 0 in the above equations.

When the collision velocity, ∆vdd, is high, the colliding par-
ticles break up rather than merge. The sticking efficiency for a
single collision is written as,

ϵgrow = min
{

1,−
ln (∆vdd/vcr)

ln 5

}
, (28)

from the fitting of the simulations (Okuzumi et al. 2016). The
critical velocity of the fragmentation, which is about 1−50 m s−1,
has been investigated by both experiments and numerical sim-
ulations but the exact value is still controversial (e.g. Blum &
Wurm 2000; Wada et al. 2013). The critical velocity of the icy
particles is higher than that of the rocky particles in most of the
previous works.

We define the snowline as the orbit where the equilibrium
vapor pressure of water, Pev,H2O is equal to its partial pressure,
PH2O. By the Arrhenius form,

Pev,H2O = exp
(
−

LH2O

T
+ AH2O

)
dyn cm−2, (29)

where LH2O = 6070 K is the heat of the sublimation of water and
AH2O = 30.86 is a dimensionless constant (Bauer et al. 1997).
Assuming that the gas disc is well mixed in the vertical direction,
the partial pressure of water can be expressed as

PH2O =
Σd,H2O
√

2πHg

kBTmid

µH2O
, (30)

where the surface density of water ice is assumed as Σd,H2O =
0.5Σd (outside the snowline) and the molecular mass of water is
µH2O = 18.02mH.
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2.3. Continuum emission from dust in CPDs

The radial distribution of the peak mass of the dust at each dis-
tance from the planet is calculated by the way explained in Sec-
tion 2.2. We then calculate the continuum emission from the
dust. The emission depends on the size of the particles; there-
fore we redistribute the mass of the particles at each orbital place
with an assumed size frequency distribution (SFD). We assume
that the number of the particles with the radii of a to a + da at
the orbit is proportional to a−q. In this case, the surface density
of the particles with the size of a (to a + da) is

Σd,a(a) = Σd,0a3−q, (31)

where

Σd,0 =
(4 − q)Σd

R4−q
d − a4−q

min

. (32)

We assume the minimum size of the particles as amin = 0.1 µm.
The vertical optical depth of the disc for the wavelength of

λ(= c/ν) is,

τν =

∫ Rd

amin

Σd,aκabs da, (33)

where κabs is the absorption mass opacity for the wavelength of λ
by the particles with the size of a. Here, we ignore the scattering
opacity. The absorption opacity is,

κabs =
3

4a
1
ρint,opa

Qabs, (34)

where Qabs is the dimensionless absorption coefficient, and
ρint,opa = 1.675 g cm−3 is the internal density for the calcula-
tions of the opacity in both sides of the snowline (Birnstiel et al.
2018)4. We use a model of the coefficient proposed in Kataoka
et al. (2014),

Qabs =

{
Qabs,1, 2πa/λ ≤ 1,
min(Qabs,2,Qabs,3), 2πa/λ > 1.

(35)

When the dust is much smaller than the wave length, in other
words 2πa/λ ≪ 1, the opacity goes into the Rayleigh regime.
The coefficient is approximated as

Qabs ≃ Qabs,1 ≡
24nk

(n2 + 2)2

2πa
λ
, (36)

where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index, which depend on the wavelength and the composition of
the dust. For the values of n and k, we use the “DSHARP dust”
opacity model proposed in Birnstiel et al. (2018) (see Figure 2
of the paper) instead of the model of Kataoka et al. (2014). The
opacity could change by a factor of 2 to 3 depending on the dust
opacity models. When the dust is much larger than the wave-
length (i.e., 2πa/λ ≫ 1), the opacity goes into the geometric
optics regime. In optically thin cases, the coefficient can be ap-
proximated as

Qabs ≃ Qabs,2 ≡
8k
3n

2πa
λ
{n3 − (n2 − 1)3/2}, (37)

4 We distinguish ρint,opa from ρint to obtain consistency with that we use
a single composition dust model proposed in Birnstiel et al. (2018) for
the value of the refractive index in Eqs. (36) and (37).

and in optically thick cases, we set the coefficient as Qabs ≃

Qabs,3 = 0.9 (see Kataoka et al. (2014) for the details).
The total continuum emission from the dust in the CPD is

then,

Femit =
2π cos i

d2

∫ rout

rin

{
1 − exp

(
−
τν

cos i

)}
Bνrdr, (38)

where i and d are the inclination of the CPD, which is assumed to
be the same with that of the parental PPD, and the distance to the
CPD from Earth, respectively (Keppler et al. 2019). The Planck
function, Bν, depends on the temperature of the dust, which is as-
sumed to be the same with the midplane disc temperature, T , be-
cause the CPDs are optically thin (see Section 2.2)5. In the steady
dust evolution cases, we consider the situations that the dust par-
ticles do not drift outward and exist only inside rinf , which makes
rout possible to be replaced to rinf .

Almost all of the supplied dust grows large to the pebble size
and drifts inward. We note that, however, there is a possibility
that the supplied dust goes to the outside of the modeled region
(1/3 RH < r < RH; see Fig. 1) by the gas outflow on the midplane
(if it exists) or their diffusion, which can not be reproduced by
our current model. However, the gas density outside the region
we modeled is ∼ 100 times smaller than that of the inside (r <
1/3 RH) in one of the recent numerical simulations (Schulik et al.
2020). Thus, if the dust-to-gas density ratio is same in the both
inside and outside, although the total surface area of the outside
is ∼ 10 times larger than that of the inside, the total dust emission
from the outside should be ∼ 10 times smaller than that from the
inside when the disc is optically thin. Therefore, we consider that
the emission from the outside is negligible.

2.4. Parameter settings

We summarize the parameters used in this work in Tab. 1. We
change the value of the two important planet properties, the
planet mass and the gas accretion rate, in the calculations for
each planet. We also change two properties of the CPDs, the
strength of the α-turbulence in the CPDs, and the dust-to-gas
mass ratio in the inflow, for each planet-CPD system. The esti-
mates of the two planet properties by previous works are sum-
marized in Tab. 2 (see Section 4.1 for the detailed explanations).
We investigate the dependence of the flux density of dust emis-
sion from the CPDs on the properties in Section 3.2 and find
constraints on the properties in Section 4.1. The other parame-
ters are fixed; we show that they have only little impacts on the
results in Section 3.3.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution of gas and dust in the CPD of PDS 70 c

We first investigate the detailed evolution of the dust in the CPD
of PDS 70 c and the continuum emission from the evolving dust.
Here, we show the case where Mpl = 10 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 2 ×
10−7 MJ yr−1 (same with the “plausible case” obtained in Section
4.1.1) with x = 0.01 and α = 10−4 as the fiducial case. The
angular momentum bias of the gas inflow is then l = 0.57 (Eq.
(1)). We then change the planet and disc properties from this
plausible case and investigate the effects of each change.

5 The dust temperature should be assumed to be the same with the disc
temperature at the height where τν = 1 when the disc is optically thick.
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Table 1. Parameters. The four varied quantities are in boldface.

Description Symbol Value Reference
General
Dust-to-gas mass ratio of gas inflow x 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 -
Strength of turbulence in CPD α 10−5, 10−3 -
Mass fraction of helium in gas Y 0.27 -
Heat of water sublimation LH2O 6070 K Bauer et al. (1997)
Constant of water vapor pressure AH2O 30.86 Bauer et al. (1997)
Icy dust fragmentation speed vice 50 m s−1 Wada et al. (2013)
Rocky dust fragmentation speed vrock 5 m s−1 Wada et al. (2013)
Icy dust internal density ρint,ice 1.4 g cm−3 -
Rocky dust internal density ρint,rock 3.0 g cm−3 -
Size (radius) of dust in gas inflow Rd,0 1 µm Bae et al. (2019)
Minimum size (radius) of dust particles amin 0.1 µm -
(Minus) power-low index of SFD of dust q 3.5 -
Real part of refractive index n 2.298 Birnstiel et al. (2018)
Imaginary part of refractive index k 0.02146 Birnstiel et al. (2018)
Dust internal density (for opacity calc.) ρint,opa 1.675 g cm−3 Birnstiel et al. (2018)
Global radiation efficiency of gas accretion ηeff 0.95 Marleau et al. (2019)
Dynamo region to surface mean magnetic field ratio fsurf 3.5 Christensen et al. (2009)
Ratio of ohmic to total dissipation fohm 1 Christensen et al. (2009)
Constant of proportionality (for magnetic field calc.) c 0.63 Christensen et al. (2009)
Efficiency factor (for magnetic field calc.) F 1 Christensen et al. (2009)
Aspect ratio of CPD (for magnetic field calc.) hasp 0.1 Christensen et al. (2009)
PDS 70 system
Host star mass Mstar 0.76 M⊙ Müller et al. (2018)
Distance from Earth d 113.43 pc Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018)
Inclination of CPDs (same with PPD) i 51.7◦ Keppler et al. (2019)
PDS 70 b
Planet mass Mp (0.5 − 20) MJ -
Gas accretion rate Ṁg,pl (10−9 − 10−6.5) MJ yr−1 -
Semimajor axis apl 20.6 au Haffert et al. (2019)
Radius Rpl 2.0 RJ Wang et al. (2021)
Effective temperature Tpl,eff 1392 K Wang et al. (2021)
Temperature of PPD Tirr,PPD 51 K Law et al. (2024)
PDS 70 c
Planet mass Mp (0.5 − 20) MJ -
Gas accretion rate Ṁg,pl (10−9 − 10−6.5) MJ yr−1 -
Semimajor axis apl 34.5 au Haffert et al. (2019)
Radius Rpl 2.0 RJ Wang et al. (2021)
Effective temperature Tpl,eff 1051 K Wang et al. (2021)
Temperature of PPD Tirr,PPD 32 K Law et al. (2024)

3.1.1. Structures of gas and temperature in the CPD

Figure 2 shows the gas surface density and the midplane tem-
perature of the CPD. The gas disc is truncated at rin and rout.
The gas surface density of the plausible case (blue curves) is
about 103 − 104 g cm−2 inside the gas inflow region, r ≤ rinf ,
where rinf is expressed as the vertical dotted lines. The slopes of
the gas surface density and the midplane temperature inside rinf
(100 ≲ r ≲ 1000 RJ) are close to Σg ∝ r−37/50 and Tmid ∝ r−19/25

(oblique dashed lines), which are derived as follows. The gas
surface density can be approximated as Σg ∝ r−3/2T−1

mid, where
Ṁg,pl and α are uniform. Thus, when τR = κRΣg ≪ 1 and
the midplane temperature is determined by the viscous heating,
Tmid ∝ r−3/4τ−1/4

R ∝ κ−1/3
R r−1/2. The opacity is κR ∝ T 2

midZΣ,est

outside the snowline, where we assume ZΣ,est ∝ r2.3 (see Ap-
pendix A). Then, we get Σg ∝ r−37/50 and T ∝ r−19/25. The
temperate of the outermost region of the CPD (r ≳ 1000 RJ)
is determined by the PPD temperature, Tirr,PPD = 32 K.

When the gas accretion rate is lower (red curves) than the
plausible case, the gas surface density and temperature are also
lower, which are consistent with Eq. (2) and (8). Also, the po-
sition of the disc inner edge is outside that of the plausible

case (see Section 2.1.2). When the planet mass is lower (or-
ange curves), the outer edges of the disc (rout = 1/3 RH) and
the gas inflow region (rinf = 25l2/48 RH), where RH ∝ M1/3

pl ,
are smaller (see also Eq. (1) for the detailed Mpl dependence).
However, the value of the gas surface density and temperature is
almost the same with the plausible case. When the turbulence is
weaker (green curves), the gas surface density is higher, which is
consistent with Eq. (2) showing roughly Σg ∝ α

−1. The disc tem-
perature is almost the same with the plausible case (r ≥ 100 RJ),
because Σg and α in the viscus dissipation rate (Ėv) are canceled
out (Eq. (8)). The steep slopes of the temperature profiles around
30 ≲ r ≲ 100 RJ are formed by that the gas opacity dominates
the opacity of the disc in that region. We also plot the profiles
with α = 10−6 as gray curves, but the disc may be gravitation-
ally unstable in this case (see Section 3.3 and Appendix B).

3.1.2. Evolution and emission of dust in the CPD

We then show the evolution of the dust in the gas disc explained
in Section 3.1.1. Figure 3 shows the dust evolution in the CPD
of PDS 70 c with various sets of parameters. First, we explain
the plausible case, Mpl = 10 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 2 × 10−7 MJ yr−1
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Table 2. Estimates of important properties by previous works.

PDS 70 b Value Observation types Reference
Planet mass [MJ] 5 − 9 IR colours and evolution model Keppler et al. (2018)

2 − 17 SED (IR)1 Müller et al. (2018)
12 Hα 10% and 50% width Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)
1.1 − 11.6 Dynamical stability (95%) Wang et al. (2021)
4 Gap depth Portilla-Revelo et al. (2023)

Gas accretion rate [MJ yr−1] 1 × 10−8±1 SED (IR) and TTS empirical relation1 Wagner et al. (2018)
2 × 10−8±0.4 Hα 10% width and TTS empirical relation Haffert et al. (2019)
1 × 10−8±0.6 Hα luminosity and magnetospheric accretion1,2 Thanathibodee et al. (2019)
4 × 10−8 Hα 10% and 50% width and Hα luminosity1 Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)

MMdot [M2
J yr−1] < 1.26 × 10−6 Brγ luminosity and TTS empirical relation1 Christiaens et al. (2019b)

10−6.8 − 10−6.3 SED (IR) and CPD model1 Christiaens et al. (2019a)
4.8 × 10−7 Hα luminosity1 Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)
(2.5 − 7.5) × 10−7 SED (IR)1 Stolker et al. (2020)
(1 − 10) × 10−7 SED (IR) and CPD model Wang et al. (2021)
(1.6 ± 0.23) × 10−8 UV and Hα luminosity1 Zhou et al. (2021)

PDS 70 c
Planet mass 4 − 12 K-L colour and evolution model Haffert et al. (2019)

10 Hα 10% and 50% width Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)
1.4 − 14.5 Dynamical stability (95%) Wang et al. (2021)
4 Gap depth Portilla-Revelo et al. (2023)

Gas accretion rate 1 × 10−8±0.4 Hα 10% width and TTS empirical relation1 Haffert et al. (2019)
1 × 10−8.1±0.6 Hα luminosity and magnetospheric accretion1,2 Thanathibodee et al. (2019)
1 × 10−8 Hα 10% and 50% width and Hα luminosity1 Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)

MMdot 1 × 10−7 Hα luminosity1 Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)
(1 − 10) × 10−7 SED (IR) and CPD model Wang et al. (2021)

PDS 70
Gas accretion rate (1.4 ± 0.8) × 10−7 Hα profiles and magnetospheric accretion Thanathibodee et al. (2020)
1 The effects of the extinction is not included.
2 The planet mass is assumed as 6 MJ.

with x = 0.01 and α = 10−4 (blue curves). The left top panel
shows that the small dust particles grow quickly to cm-sized
particles (i.e., pebbles) by mutual collision at the place where
they are supplied to the CPD (r = rinf) and then drift toward the
central planet. When the growth timescale becomes longer than
the drift timescale, the dust drift starts. As a result, the dust ra-
dius (of the peak mass) is larger than the observed wave length,
λ = 855 µm. This picture of evolution of dust is the same with
the one in the CPD of Jupiter (Shibaike et al. 2017). The left mid-
dle panel shows that the Stokes number of dust also increases
as the particles drift inward (see Eq. (18)). The changes of the
slopes from gradual to steep are formed when the dust goes into
the Stokes regime from the Epstein regime. The dust particles do
not grow so much once they start to drift, and the surface density
of the drifting dust is roughly uniform or gradually larger as r
is larger (right top panel). The optical depth is also almost uni-
form or gradually larger as r is larger, and the disc is optically
thin in the whole region due to the radial drift of the particles
(right middle). As a result, the dust emission per unit area is al-
most uniform, resulting in that the slopes of the cumulative dust
emission are about ∝ r2 (right bottom).

The small steps of the profiles around 50 − 80 RJ are formed
by the snowline. The size of the particles inside the snowline
is determined by fragmentation and by radial drift outside the
snowline, which is also shown in the Jovian CPD case (Shibaike
& Mori 2023). The stronger turbulence causes efficient fragmen-
tation at the inner region, resulting in a smaller radius of dust.

The right bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows that there is a posi-
tive correlation between the dust-to-gas mass ratio of the inflow
and the total flux density of dust emission (blue and sky-blue
curves). However, it is weaker than the dependence on the other
properties such as Mpl and Ṁg,pl (see also Section 3.2), which

can be explained as follows. As the dust-to-gas density ratio in
the inflow is small (sky-blue), in other words, as the dust mass
flux onto the CPD is small, the collisional growth is less efficient,
because there are less dust particles (i.e., lower ρd,mid). Then, the
timescale of dust is longer, and so the dust particles grow smaller
before they start to drift (left top and middle panels). However,
that means the radial speed (|vr|) is also slower (left bottom), re-
sulting in the effect of the high Ṁd to the dust surface density
being almost canceled out (Eq. (16)). As a result, the right top
panel shows that x dependence of Σd is weak. Also, the dust size
is small (i.e., closer to the wavelength) when x is small (left top),
making the x dependence of τλ even weaker (right middle), be-
cause the opacity is κabs ∝ a−1 when the dust size is larger than
the wavelength (see Section 2.3). In total, the x dependence of
the flux density of dust emission is relatively weak.

When the gas accretion rate is lower than the plausible case
and the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the gas inflow is fixed (red
curves), the dust mass accretion rate is also lower. Then, the
growth timescale of dust just supplied to the discs is longer. Also,
when the gas accretion rate is low, the gas surface density is low
(upper panel of Fig. 2). Then, the Stokes number is almost the
same with the plausible case even with smaller dust (left middle).
Therefore, considering the mass conservation (Σd ∝ Ṁd/|vr|) and
the fixed x ≡ Ṁd,tot/Ṁg,tot ≈ Ṁd/Ṁg,pl, Σd is about Σd ∝ Ṁg,pl.
Actually, the dust surface density at the outer region of the disc
is lower than the plausible case (right top). Then, the dust emis-
sion from the outer region (dominating the total flux density) is
smaller, making the total flux density of dust mission smaller as
well (right bottom). When the effect of dust size to the dust emis-
sion flux density is negligible, the dependence can be approxi-
mated as Femit ∝ Ṁg,pl, which is shown in Section 3.2. Also, the
orbital position where the dust goes into the Stokes regime from
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Fig. 2. Gas surface density and disc midplane temperature of the CPD of
PDS 70 c. The blue curves represent the plausible case: Mpl = 10 MJ,
Ṁg,pl = 2 × 10−7 MJ yr−1, x = 0.01, and α = 10−4. The sky-blue,
red, orange, green, and gray curves represent the cases with x = 0.001,
Ṁg,pl = 2 × 10−8 MJ yr−1, Mpl = 5 MJ, α = 10−5, and α = 10−6, respec-
tively. The vertical dotted lines are the outer edges of the gas inflow
regions, r = rinf , which only depends on Mpl. The oblique dashed lines
in the upper and lower panels represent the slopes of Σg ∝ r−37/50 and
T ∝ r−19/25, respectively. Shaded gray regions represent the planetary
atmosphere.

the Epstein regime (around 200 RJ) is inner than that of the plau-
sible case (around 600 RJ) due to the lower gas surface density,
resulting in the Stokes number smaller around 50 − 600 RJ (left
middle).

The dust emission flux density also depends on the planet
mass (orange curves). First, the surface area of the dust existing
region is πr2

inf ∝ (l2RH)2. Here, RB ≫ RH, meaning that roughly
l2RH ∝ RB ∝ Mpl. Second, the dust surface density is Σd ∝

|vr|
−1 ∝ (StΩK)−1. The left lower panel of Fig. 3 shows that the

Stokes number is small when the planet mass is small (about
St ∝ M1/2

pl ), because the dust starts to grow at a shorter orbit
when the planet mass is smaller (rinf ∝ Mpl). Therefore, when
St ∝ M1/2

pl , Σd ∝ M−1
pl . Finally, the figure shows that the dust

size dependence of the flux density of dust emission is weak. In
conclusion, Femit ∝ r2

inf × Σd ∝ Mpl, which is shown in Section
3.2.

When the turbulence is weak (green curves), the dust inflow
rate is the same but the gas surface density of the disc is high
(upper panel of Fig. 2). Thus, the Stokes number is small at the
outer part of the disc (r ≳ 1000 RJ in the left middle panel of
Fig. 3; Epstein regime), resulting in slow radial drift of the dust
particles (left bottom). As a result, the dust surface density is

large (right top), which makes the total dust emission large (right
bottom).

3.2. Effects of planet properties

We then investigate the impacts of the three fundamental proper-
ties of the planet, the planet mass (Mpl), the gas accretion rate to
the planet (Ṁg,pl), and their product called “MMdot” (MplṀg,pl),
on the flux density of dust emission from the CPDs. These prop-
erties are also estimated by other observations. For example, a
fitting of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the planet
can suggest the planet mass by an atmospheric model (Müller
et al. 2018). The orbital stability also constraints the planet mass
(Wang et al. 2021). The planet mass can also be estimated from
the width and depth of the gap (Duffell & Dong 2015; Kana-
gawa et al. 2016; Portilla-Revelo et al. 2023). The gas accretion
rate and MMdot are also important. The gas accretion rate can
be estimated by the band width of Hα emission line (Aoyama
& Ikoma 2019; Haffert et al. 2019). Also, the luminosity of Hα
emission and the SED of infrared (IR) provide estimates of the
MMdot (Zhu 2015; Wagner et al. 2018; Aoyama & Ikoma 2019;
Wang et al. 2021). Due to the much wider range of the gas accre-
tion rate (two to three order of magnitude) than that of the planet
mass (only one order of magnitude), the flux of such emission
can constraint mainly the gas accretion rate.

Figure 4 represents the dependence of the dust emission from
the CPD of PDS 70 c on the three properties. The black lines are
the observed value of the dust emission from PDS 70 c. Here,
we focus on the dependence, and we discuss the constraints on
the properties obtained from the observations in Section 4.1.

The left panel represents the planet mass dependence when
the gas accretion rate is fixed as Ṁg = 2×10−7 MJ yr−1. There is a
positive correlation between the planet mass and the total contin-
uum emission. The dependence is about Femit ∝ Mpl (green dot-
ted lines). If the flux density is in proportion to the surface area
of the dust existing region of the CPDs, Femit ∝ r2

inf ∝ (l2RH)2 ∝

R2
B ∝ M2

pl, because RB ≫ RH (see Eq.(1)). However, the dust
is supplied at rinf , meaning the dust can grow larger when the
planet mass is large, witch makes the dust surface density lower
because of the faster dust drift. In total, we get Femit ∝ Mpl when
the dust size dependence of the flux density of dust emission is
weak (see Section 3.1.2 for the detailed explanation).

The central panel represents the gas accretion rate depen-
dence when Mpl = 10 MJ. There is also a clear positive correla-
tion between the gas accretion rate and the total flux density of
dust continuum emission. The dependence is about Femit ∝ Ṁg,pl
(green dotted line). The flux density of dust emission is roughly
in proportion to Σd, where Σd ∝ Ṁd ∝ Ṁg,pl. We note that the
gas surface density depends on the gas accretion rate, and the
fluid regimes of dust (Epstein or Stokes regimes) are determined
by the gas surface density, which affects the evolution of dust.
However, the effects of the difference of the regimes on the total
flux density of dust emission almost cancel each other out (see
Section 3.1.2 for the detailed explanation).

The right panel shows the MMdot dependence of the dust
emission. As we discussed above, the dust emission is in pro-
portion to the planet mass and the gas accretion rate. Therefore,
the MMdot dependence is also about Femit ∝ MplṀg,pl, and it
suggests that MMdot is one of the most essential parameters de-
termining the flux density of dust emission from CPDs as well
as Mpl and Ṁg,pl. This fact is helpful for the comparisons of the
estimates obtained by other types of observation such as Hα lu-
minosity and SED of near-infrared.
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Fig. 3. Dust evolution in the CPD of PDS 70 c with various parameter sets. The left top, left middle, left bottom, right top, right middle, and right
bottom panels represent the dust radial profiles of radius, Stokes number, radial drift speed, surface density, optical depth, cumulative flux density
contribution of dust emission from the center of the disc, respectively. The colour variation is same with Fig. 2. The black lines in the left top,
left middle, right middle, and right bottom panels are the wavelength of the observation (λ = 855 µm), unity (i.e., showing the highest radial drift
speed), unity (i.e., showing optically thick or thin), and the observed dust emission value 86 ± 16 µJy (Benisty et al. 2021), respectively.

3.3. Effects of turbulence in CPDs and other properties

In this section, we investigate the effects of the parameters other
than the planet mass and the gas accretion rate, which are fixed
as Mpl = 10 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 2 × 10−7 MJ yr−1 (the “plausible
case” in Section 4.1.1).

First, we investigate the total dust emission flux density from
the CPD of PDS 70 c by changing the strength of turbulence as
α = 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, and 10−2. We calculate 21 cases for
each α by changing the value of x from 0.001 to 0.01 at even
intervals in a log scale. The colour plots in Fig. 5 shows that
there is a negative correlation between the total dust emission

and α, which is explained as follows. The gas surface density
is low when the turbulence is strong (and the gas accretion rate
is fixed). Then, the Stokes number of dust is large, and the dust
quickly drifts inward, resulting in lower dust surface density. As
a result, the total flux density of dust emission is small (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2 for the detailed explanation). The emission has a peak
at α = 10−5, because the orbital position of the transition from
the Epsilon to Stokes regimes shifts outwards as α is small. The
dust particles can grow faster in the Stokes regime than in the Ep-
stein regime, which makes the drifting speed faster and the dust
surface density lower, resulting in weaker dust emission. This
result is roughly consistent with Bae et al. (2019) that the dust
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Fig. 4. Dust continuum emission from the CPDs of PDS 70 c. The dark-blue, blue, and sky-blue curves represent the results when the dust-to-gas
mass ratio in the gas inflow is x = 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. The strength of turbulence in the CPDs is fixed as α = 10−4. The horizontal
lines represent the observed value, 86±16 µJy (Benisty et al. 2021). The left, central, and right panels represent the dependence on the planet mass,
gas accretion rate, and MMdot, respectively. (Left) The gas accretion rate is fixed as Ṁg,pl = 2× 10−7 MJ yr−1. The green dotted lines represent the
slopes of Femit ∝ Ṁg,pl. (Center) The planet mass is fixed as Mpl = 10 MJ. The green lines are Femit ∝ Mpl. (Right) Both of the planet mass and the
gas accretion rate are changed. The green lines are Femit ∝ Mpl Ṁg,pl.

emission can be reproduced only when α ≲ 10−5, but the growth
and radial drift of the dust are not considered in that work. The
dependence on x becomes inverse when α = 10−6, which is also
because the transition position shifts outwards as x is large.

However, when α = 10−6, the disc should be gravitationally
unstable. We check the condition for the gravitational instability
by calculating the Toomre Q parameter (e.g. Toomre 1964),

QToomre ≡
csΩK

πGΣg
. (39)

When α = 10−6, the gas surface density is very high and QToomre
is lower than unity at the outer region of the gas disc, which
meets the condition for the gravitational instability (shown as
open circles in Fig. 5; see also Appendix B).

We then calculate Monte-Carlo simulations 1000 times by
selecting random values of the parameters from the ranges listed
in Tab. 3. We also select the value of α and x at random from the
ranges of 10−6 ≤ α ≤ 10−2 and 0.0001 ≤ x ≤ 0.01. The sky-
blue and gray circles in Fig. 5 are the results of the Monte-Carlo
simulations, which shows that the listed parameters do not affect
the results so much. When about α < 10−5, Toomre Q parameter
is lower than unity at the outer region of the disc, suggesting the
disc is gravitationally unstable (gray open circles).

For the Monte-Carlo simulations, we choose the parameter
ranges listed in Tab. 3 because of the following reasons. The
critical collision velocity for the fragmentation estimated by ex-
periments is slower than that by numerical simulations (Blum &
Wurm 2000; Wada et al. 2013). The estimated mass of the cen-
tral star PDS 70 and its distance from the Earth have some ranges
(Müller et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018). The
estimated inclination of the CPD is assumed to have the same
inclination with the PPD. The inclination of the PPD depends on
the position in the disc and the approaches of estimate used in
previous works (Hashimoto et al. 2015; Keppler et al. 2019). The
estimated distance from PDS 70 c to the central star has a range
(Haffert et al. 2019). The estimated radius and surface tempera-
ture of the planet also have ranges because of the difference of
models (Wang et al. 2021). The temperature of the PPD at the or-
bital position of PDS 70 c depends on the researches. We use the
value of 32 K estimated by Law et al. (2024), but Portilla-Revelo
et al. (2023) estimates lower temperature, 16 K. Therefore, we
change the temperature between the two estimated values.

Table 3. Parameter ranges

Symbol Ranges Unit
x 10−4 − 10−2 -
α 10−6 − 10−2 -
vice 10 − 50 m s−1

vrock 1 − 5 m s−1

q 3.9 − 2.5 -
Mstar 0.74 − 0.78 M⊙
d 112.91 − 113.95 pc
i 49.7 − 51.7 radian
apl 32.5 − 36.5 au
Rpl 1.7 − 2.3 RJ
Tpl,eff 1007 − 1113 K
Tirr,PPD 16 − 32 K

4. Discussion

4.1. Constraints on planet properties

In Section 3.2, we show that the dust continuum emission from
the CPD depends on the planet properties. Here, we obtain con-
straints on the properties by calculating the emission and com-
paring it with the observation data.

4.1.1. Constraints on PDS 70 c

First, we investigate the constraints on the properties of
PDS 70 c. The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the predicted flux den-
sity of dust emission from the CPD of PDS 70 c when the planet
mass and the gas accretion rate are Mpl = (0.5 − 20) MJ and
Ṁg,pl = (10−9 − 10−6.5) MJ yr−1. The colour contour shows that
both of the planet mass and the gas accretion rate have posi-
tive correlation with the dust emission flux density, which is also
shown in Section 3.2. The red curves represent the planet prop-
erty range reproducing the observed flux density of dust emis-
sion Femit = 86 ± 16 µJy (Benisty et al. 2021). The black curves
and lines represent the previous estimates of the planet mass and
the gas accretion rate. Here, we assume that α = 10−4, which
is consistent with the theoretical prediction that magnetorota-
tional instability (MRI) is not likely to occur in CPDs due to
the short typical length scale of CPDs (Fujii et al. 2014; Turner
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the dust emission from the CPD of PDS 70 c on
the strength of turbulence and the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the inflow
(colour). The properties of the planet are fixed as Mpl = 10 MJ and
Ṁg,pl = 2× 10−7 MJ yr−1. The sky-blue plots represent the Monte-Carlo
simulations considering the parameter ranges listed in Tab. 3. The open
(colorful and gray) circles represent the cases where QToomre < 1 at the
outer regions of the discs. The green lines represent the observed value,
86 ± 16 µJy (Benisty et al. 2021).

et al. 2014). We also assume that the dust-to-gas mass ratio in
the inflow is consistent with the stellar composition, x = 0.01.

The red curves show that planet mass should be larger than
about 5 MJ, which is consistent with most of the previous esti-
mate. Aoyama & Ikoma (2019) estimates the mass of PDS 70 c
as 10 MJ from the combination of the 10% full width and 50%
full width of the Hα line (vertical solid line). Haffert et al. (2019)
also estimates the mass as 4 − 12 MJ by comparing the K-L
colour of the planet to evolutionary models of gas planets (be-
tween the vertical dotted and dashed lines. These previous esti-
mated range is also in the range estimated by Wang et al. (2021)
from the orbital dynamical stability with 95% credible interval,
1.4 − 14.5 MJ (between the vertical dot-dashed lines). Portilla-
Revelo et al. (2023) estimates the planet mass as 4 MJ from the
gap depth using the fitting formulas for multiple planet cases
by Duffell & Dong (2015), which is smaller than our estimate
(vertical dashed line). However, the gap structure also depends
on the strength of turbulence (diffusion) and temperature around
the gap, which are still poorly known.

The red curves also show that the dust emission can be re-
produced when Ṁg,pl ≳ 5 × 10−8 MJ yr−1. On the other hand,
Aoyama & Ikoma (2019) estimates the gas accretion rate as
1 × 10−8 MJ yr−1 from the combination of the 10% full width,
50% full width, and the luminosity of the Hα line (the horizon-
tal solid line). Also, only with the luminosity, MMdot is esti-
mated as 1 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1 (the solid curve). Wang et al. (2021)
also estimate the value of MMdot as (1 − 10) × 10−7 M2

J yr−1

by fitting a CPD model proposed by Zhu (2015) with the SED
of infrared observations (between the dotted and solid curves).
Although these previous estimates of Ṁg,pl are lower than ours,
the gas accretion rate and MMdot estimated by such observa-
tions can be larger in several orders of magnitude if the extinc-
tion by dust is considered, which reduces the apparent luminos-

ity of the object (Hashimoto et al. 2020; Marleau et al. 2022)6.
Thanathibodee et al. (2019) estimates the gas accretion rate as
1 × 10−8.1±0.6 MJ yr−1 with the assumption of Mpl = 6 MJ by ap-
plying a magnetospheric accretion model of T Tauri stars (TTSs)
by Muzerolle et al. (2001) to the Hα luminosity of PDS 70 c (be-
tween the dot-dashed horizontal lines). On the other hand, by fit-
ting the magnetospheric accretion model to the Hα line profiles
of PDS 70 (central star), Thanathibodee et al. (2020) estimates
the gas accretion rate of the star as (1.4±0.8)×10−7 MJ yr−1 (be-
tween the dotted horizontal lines). This should be the upper limit
of the gas accretion rate of PDS 70 c, because hydrodynamical
simulations show that the gas accretion rate onto gas planets can
be about 90% of that from the outer part of the PPDs (Lubow &
D’Angelo 2006). We note that our estimate is outside the previ-
ous estimate by Haffert et al. (2019): Ṁg = 1 × 10−8±0.4 MJ yr−1

(between the dot-dashed horizontal lines). This estimate is ob-
tained by the empirical relation between the gas accretion rate
and the Hα 10% width, which should not be affected by the
extinction. However, the used empirical relation was obtained
from observations of T Tauri stars and brown dwarfs (Natta
et al. 2004), which could underestimate the gas accretion rate
(Thanathibodee et al. 2019; Aoyama et al. 2021). Also, the flow
pattern around a planet surface is still controversial, which is a
sensitive factor for the Hα emission (Takasao et al. 2021; Mar-
leau et al. 2023).

Considering the above comparisons, we estimate the plau-
sible planet mass and the gas accretion rate of PDS 70 c as
10 MJ and 2 × 10−7 MJ yr−1 (purple circles). In this case, MM-
dot is MplṀg,pl = 2 × 10−6 M2

J yr−1, which is consistent with
the estimate from Hα luminosity by Aoyama & Ikoma (2019),
MplṀg,pl = 1 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1, with the extinction factor of
A′Hα = log10 20 = 1.3. Also, the total mass of the dust inside
the CPD is Md = 0.014 M⊕ when α = 10−4 and x = 0.01, which
is inside the ranges of the dust mass estimated by Benisty et al.
(2021), Md ∼ 0.007 − 0.031 M⊕.

The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the planet property ranges
reproducing the observed flux density of dust emission with
the various strength of turbulence in the CPDs and the dust-
to-gas mass ratio of the gas inflow; (α, x) = (10−4, 0.01) (red),
(10−5, 0.01) (brown), (10−3, 0.01) (green), and (10−4, 0.001) (or-
ange).

In Section 3.2, we show that the flux density of dust emission
has positive correlations with the planet mass, the gas accretion
rate, and their product MMdot. We also show that the flux den-
sity takes the highest value when α = 10−5 in Section 3.3. In
that section, we also show that the flux density has a positive
correlation with the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the gas inflow as
well (when α ≥ 10−5). The mass ratio must be lower than the
stellar composition, x = 0.01, because the gas pressure bump
at the outer edge of the gap halts the radial drift of the dust
in the PPD (Zhu et al. 2012; Kanagawa et al. 2018; Bae et al.
2019; Homma et al. 2020; Karlin et al. 2023)7. Therefore, we
can regard the planet properties reproducing the observed flux
density of dust emission with (α, x) = (10−5, 0.01) as their lower
limits. We then obtain constraints on the MMdot of PDS 70 c:
MplṀg,pl ≥ 4 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1 (solid purple curve). We also ob-
6 We note that Hashimoto et al. (2020) estimates the lower limits of
the degree of the extinction from the flux ratio of Hα and Hβ (non-
detection), but the used data includes instrumental uncertainties which
may cause overestimates. Therefore, we do not use their estimated value
in our discussion.
7 Szulágyi et al. (2022) finds that the meridional circulation can bring
dust to CPDs by carrying out 3D dust+gas radiative hydrodynamic sim-
ulation, but the amount of supply depends on the simulation settings.
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tain the constraints on the planet mass and the gas accretion rate:
Mpl ≥ 5 MJ and Ṁg,pl ≥ 2 × 10−8 MJ yr−1.

4.1.2. Constraints on PDS 70 b

Next, we consider the constraints on the properties of PDS 70 b.
There have been no detection of dust continuum emission from
the CPD of PDS 70 b, but the non-detection can provide us loose
upper limits of the planet properties. The left panel of Fig. 7
shows the predictions of the dust continuum emission with the
same ranges of the planet properties as those of Fig. 6. The panel
shows that both of the planet mass and the gas accretion rate have
positive correlation with the dust emission flux density as well
as those of PDS 70 c shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The red curves rep-
resent the noise levels of the observation of PDS 70 b by Benisty
et al. (2021) in every 1σ = 15.7 µJy. The non-detection requires
that the planet mass and the gas accretion rate are lower than the
red curves.

The black and curves and lines represent the previous esti-
mates of the properties of PDS 70 b listed in Tab. 2. The light
gray ones also represent the previous estimates of the planet, but
they does not estimate planet c in their works. Aoyama & Ikoma
(2019) estimates the mass as 12 MJ from 10% full width and
50% full width of the Hα line (black vertical solid line). Müller
et al. (2018) also estimates the mass as 2−17 MJ from the SED of
infrared (between the black vertical doted lines), and that range
covers the estimate by Aoyama & Ikoma (2019). The mass range
estimated by Wang et al. (2021) from the orbital dynamical sta-
bility with 95% credible interval is 1.1 − 11.6 MJ (between the
black vertical dot-dashed lines), but relatively small mass in the
range is more likely. Keppler et al. (2018) also estimates the mass
as 5 − 9 MJ considering a formation model (between the gray
dashed lines). Moreover, Portilla-Revelo et al. (2023) estimates
the mass as 4 MJ from the gap depth (black dashed line).

Christiaens et al. (2019b) estimates the upper limit of the
MMdot from Brγ line luminosity and its empirical relation to
the gas accretion rate for TTSs as < 1.26 × 10−6 M2

J yr−1 when
the planet radius is 2.0 RJ (gray dashed curve). Christiaens et al.
(2019a) also estimates the MMdot as 10−6.8 − 10−6.3 M2

J yr−1

from the SED of infrared with a CPD model produced by Eisner
(2015) (between the gray dot-dashed curves). Aoyama & Ikoma
(2019) estimates the gas accretion rate as 4 × 10−8 MJ yr−1 from
10% full width, 50% full width, and the luminosity of the Hα line
(horizontal black solid line). Only with the luminosity, Aoyama
& Ikoma (2019) estimates the MMdot as 4.8 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1

(black solid curve). Wang et al. (2021) estimates the value of
MMdot as (1−10)×10−7 M2

J yr−1 by fitting the CPD model with
the SED of infrared (between the black dotted curves). Stolker
et al. (2020) estimates the MMdot as (2.5 − 7.5) × 10−7 M2

J yr−1

with the SED of the infrared emission (between the gray dot-
dashed curves). Wagner et al. (2018) estimates the gas accretion
rate as 1 × 10−8±1 MJ yr−1, but it uses an empirical relation of
TTSs (Rigliaco et al. 2012), so that the estimate could be an un-
derestimate (Thanathibodee et al. 2019) (between the black hor-
izontal dot-dashed lines)8. Thanathibodee et al. (2019) estimates
the gas accretion rate as 1 × 10−8.1±0.6 MJ yr−1 with the assump-
tion of Mpl = 6 MJ by applying the magnetospheric accretion
model for TTSs to the Hα luminosity of PDS 70 b (between the
horizontal black dot-dot-dashed lines). An estimate by Haffert

8 To be accurate, the property directly estimated by the luminosity of
Hα line is not the gas accretion rate but MMdot. However, the variation
of the gas accretion rate is much larger than that of the planet mass,
making this estimate acceptable.

et al. (2019) using the Hα 10% width and the empirical rela-
tion of TTS and blown dwarfs is 2 × 10−8±0.4 MJ yr−1 (between
the black dot-dashed curves). Zhou et al. (2021) estimates lower
value of MMdot: (1.6 ± 0.23) × 10−8 M2

J yr−1 by the luminosity
of ultraviolet (UV) and Hα line obtained by the Hubble Space
Telescope observation (between the light gray solid curves). The
gas accretion rate of the central star, (1.4 ± 0.8) × 10−7 MJ yr−1

(Thanathibodee et al. 2020), also provides us the upper limit of
the gas accretion rate of PDS 70 b (between the horizontal black
dotted lines).

Here, we consider the following three plausible cases of
PDS 70 b. First, we consider a case where the planet mass and the
gas accretion rate are the same with those of the “ plausible case”
of PDS 70 c (Case A: purple circles). This is consistent with
the estimate from Hα luminosity by Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)
with the extinction factor of A′Hα = log10(20.0/4.8) = 0.62.
In this case, the left panel of Fig. 7 shows that the dust emis-
sion should have been detected with > 3σ when α = 10−4 and
x = 0.01, which is inconsistent with the non-detection (Benisty
et al. 2021). The right panel shows that the dust emission should
have also been detected with > 3σ when α = 10−5 and x = 0.01.
On the other hand, the panel shows that the predicted dust emis-
sion is lower than 3σ when the turbulence is strong (α = 10−3)
or the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the gas inflow is low (x = 0.001),
which is consistent with the non-detection.

Second, if the estimate by Aoyama & Ikoma (2019) is true
and there is no dust extinction, the planet mass and the gas ac-
cretion rate of PDS 70 b are 12 MJ and 4 × 10−8 MJ yr−1, re-
spectively (Case B: purple squares). In this case, the left panel
shows that the dust emission should have been detected only
with 1− 3σ when α = 10−4 and x = 0.01. The right panel shows
that the emission should have been 3σ detection when α = 10−5

and x = 0.01, which is inconsistent with the observation. On
the other hand, the predicted dust emission is lower than the 3σ
when α ≤ 10−3 or x ≤ 0.001.

Finally, we consider a case where the planet mass and the
gas accretion rate are 5 MJ and 4 × 10−8 MJ yr−1, respectively
(Case C; purple diamonds). Numerical orbital simulations show
that the two planets can have such close orbits, because they are
in 2:1 mean motion resonance (with relatively high eccentricity
of planet b, e ∼ 0.1), and their orbits are more stable when the
planet b has smaller mass than planet c, Mpl,b ≲ 5 MJ, com-
pared to when both of the planets have large mass (Bae et al.
2019; Wang et al. 2021). Such small mass of planet b is also
suggested by planet evolution models and its gap depth (Keppler
et al. 2018; Portilla-Revelo et al. 2023). The estimate from UV
and Hα luminosity also gives much smaller MMdot of the planet
than the other previous estimates (Zhou et al. 2021). In Case C,
the left panel shows that the the predicted dust emission is much
lower than the 1σ noise level when α = 10−4 and x = 0.01. The
right panel also shows that the emission should be much lower
than the 3σ with any set of α and x.

4.2. Possible scenarios for PDS 70 b and c

There have been two embedded planets discovered in PDS 70
system, and both of the planets are accreting gas. However, only
the dust continuum emission from the CPD of PDS 70 c, the
outer planet, has been detected in the previous observations, and
its reason is still unknown. From the constraints obtained in Sec-
tion 4.1, we propose two possible scenarios to explain the reason.

The first possibility is that planet c has a larger planet mass
and/or gas accretion rate than planet b. In Section 3.2, we found
that the flux density of dust emission is about proportional to the
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represent the planet property range reproducing the observed value, 86 ± 16 µJy (Benisty et al. 2021). The black curves and lines represent the
previous estimates of the properties listed in Tab. 2. (Right) The red, brown, green, and orange shaded regions represent the planet property ranges
reproducing the observed value with (α, x) = (10−4, 0.01), (10−5, 0.01), (10−3, 0.01), and (10−4, 0.001), respectively. The solid purple curve is the
obtained constraint on MMdot: Mpl Ṁg,pl ≥ 4 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1. The vertical and horizontal dashed purple lines represent the obtained constraints on
the planet mass and the gas accretion rate, Mpl ≥ 5 MJ and Ṁg,pl ≥ 2 × 10−8 MJ yr−1, respectively.

planet mass, the gas accretion rate, and their product, MMdot. As
a result, we obtained their lower limits from the detected value of
the dust emission in Section 4.1.1; MplṀg,pl ≥ 4× 10−7 M2

J yr−1,
Mpl ≥ 5 MJ, and Ṁg,pl ≥ 2×10−8 MJ yr−1. On the other hand, we
showed that the dust emission of planet b is lower than the detec-
tion limit if the planet mass and/or the gas accretion rate are low
enough in Section 4.1.2. For example, the predicted flux density
of dust emission is lower than the 3σ = 47.1 µJy of the observa-
tion in Case B (Mpl = 12 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 4 × 10−8 MJ yr−1) and
Case C (Mpl = 5 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 3 × 10−9 MJ yr−1), and these
values of the properties are supported by previous researches
of planet b using other methods. The properties of Case B are
consistent with the observed linewidth and luminosity of Hα
emission (Aoyama & Ikoma 2019). The properties of Case C
are consistent with the orbital stability (Bae et al. 2019; Wang
et al. 2021), planet evolution (Keppler et al. 2019), gap depth
(Portilla-Revelo et al. 2023), and another UV and Hα luminosity
observation (Zhou et al. 2021). However, this scenario cannot
directly explain why planet b has stronger Hα luminosity than
planet c (Aoyama et al. 2021).

The other possibility is that planet c has a stronger turbulence
in the CPD and/or higher dust-to-gas mass ratio in the gas inflow
onto the CPD. As shown in Section 3.3, there is a negative corre-
lation between the strength of turbulence and the dust emission
flux density and a positive correlation between the dust-to-gas
mass ratio and the dust emission flux density. Figure 6 shows that
the observed value of PDS 70 c can be reproduced only when
α = 10−4 and x = 0.01 in the plausible planet properties case.
On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows that the predicted flux density of
PDS 70 b can be lower than the detection limit (3σ) if α = 10−3

or x = 0.001 in Case A, where planet b has the same planet prop-

erties with planet c. The turbulence in CPDs is unlikely strong
because the condition for MRI is not easy to be achieved (Fujii
et al. 2014; Turner et al. 2014). However, the strength of tur-
bulence should depend on planet properties in reality, and the
gas angular momentum transfer can be driven by other mech-
anisms such as spiral arms and magnetic disc wind (Zhu et al.
2016; Shibaike & Mori 2023). Therefore, if such mechanisms
work better in the CPD of planet b, the non-detection and de-
tection of the planets b and c can be explained. Also, it is un-
derstandable that the inflow of planet c has higher dust-to-gas
mass ratio than planet b, because the orbit of planet b is farther
than that of planet c from the observed outer dust ring. By sim-
ple thinking, it is more difficult to supply the dust piled-up at the
edge of the gap to the vicinity of planet b than to the planet c
by any mechanisms such as the dust diffusion, the inward gas
flow, or the meridional circulation (Zhu et al. 2012; Kanagawa
et al. 2018; Homma et al. 2020; Szulágyi et al. 2022; Karlin et al.
2023). This picture is actually consistent with an interpretation
of JWST/NIRCam images of PDS 70 system obtained recently
(Christiaens et al. 2024). The filtering of the radially drifting dust
by the planet c may also reduce the supply of dust to the planet b.
This relatively dust-rich environment of PDS 70 c can also qual-
itatively explain why the observed Hα luminosity of planet c is
lower than that of b, because an enough amount of dust can shade
the emission from the planet/CPD, which is known as the dust
extinction effect (Aoyama & Ikoma 2019; Wang et al. 2021).

5. Conclusions

A forming planet embedded in a protoplanetary disc (PPD) ac-
cretes gas and forms a small gas disc called circumplanetary disc
(CPD) around the planet. An extrasolar system PDS 70 has a
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for PDS 70 b. The purple circles, squares, and diamonds respectively represent the planet properties of the three cases;
Case A (Mpl = 10 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 2×10−7 MJ yr−1; same with the plausible case of PDS 70 c), Case B (Mpl = 12 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 4×10−8 MJ yr−1),
and Case C (Mpl = 5 MJ and Ṁg,pl = 3 × 10−9 MJ yr−1). (Left) The red curves represent the signal to noise ratios (1σ = 15.7 µJy) if the dust
emission were detected in the observation by Benisty et al. (2021). The black curves and lines represent the previous estimates of the properties
listed in Tab. 2. The light gray curves and lines also represent the previous estimates, but they are from different works from those of PDS 70 c.
(Right) The red, brown, green and orange curves represent the 3σ = 47.1 µJy noise levels with (α, x) = (10−4, 0.01), (10−5, 0.01), (10−3, 0.01), and
(10−4, 0.001), respectively.

PPD and two gas accreting planets, PDS 70 b and c. The dust
continuum emission from the CPD of PDS 70 c has been de-
tected by ALMA Band 7 (λ = 855 µm) but not from PDS 70 b
(Benisty et al. 2021). In this work, we obtained constraints on
properties of the two planets by comparing the predicted dust
emission by our model with the detected/non-detected dust emis-
sion from the CPDs. We modeled a 1D viscous accretion disc
with inflow as a CPD formed around a gas accreting planet. We
then modeled the evolution of dust inside the CPD, where the
dust is supplied with the gas inflow, and the thermal emission
from the dust inside the CPD, while previous works had not con-
sidered the dust evolution.

First, we investigated the dependence of the flux density
of dust emission from CPDs on planet and CPD properties.
We found that the flux density of the dust emission, Femit, de-
pends on three fundamental properties of forming gas planets:
the planet mass (Mpl), the gas accretion rate (Ṁg,pl), and their
product called MMdot (MplṀg,pl). We showed that the flux den-
sity is almost proportional to the planet mass and the gas ac-
cretion rate; Femit ∝ Mpl and Femit ∝ Ṁg,pl. Therefore, the flux
density of dust emission is also about proportional to MMdot
(Femit ∝ MplṀg,pl), which suggests that MMdot is one of the
most essential parameters as well as Mpl and Ṁg,pl in the context
of the dust emission. We also found that the strength of turbu-
lence in CPDs (α) and the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the inflow to
CPDs (x) are important as well. The dust emission flux density
has a peak at α = 10−5, and the correlations between Femit and α
is negative and between Femit and x is positive when α ≥ 10−5.
The correlations are opposite when α < 10−5 due to the shift
of the orbital position where the dust goes from the Epstein to
Stokes regimes.

With this dependence on the planet properties, we then ob-
tained the constraints on PDS 70 b and c by investigating the

conditions for reproducing the observed value of the dust emis-
sion from PDS 70 c, 86 ± 16 µm, and the non-detection of
planet b. First, we constrained the properties of PDS 70 c as
MplṀg,pl ≥ 4 × 10−7 M2

J yr−1, corresponding to Mpl ≥ 5 MJ and
Ṁg,pl ≥ 2 × 10−8 MJ yr−1. This is the first case to succeed in ob-
taining the constraints on the properties of gas accreting planets
from the flux density of dust emission from the CPDs. We esti-
mated the plausible case of the properties as Mpl = 10 MJ and
Ṁg,pl = 2×10−7 MJ yr−1 by comparing our results with the previ-
ous estimates using other methods/observations. We also found
there are two possibilities for PDS 70 b by considering the condi-
tions for reproducing the non-detection (Femit < 3σ = 47.1 µJy).
The first possibility is that planet b has smaller mass and/or
lower gas accretion rate than planet c. The other possibility is
that PDS 70 b has stronger CPD turbulence and/or lower dust-
to-gas mass ratio in the inflow. The scenario that PDS 70 c has
a larger amount of dust supply than PDS 70 b is consistent with
the fact that planet c is closer to the outer dust ring than planet b,
and the relatively dust-rich environment of planet c can quanti-
tatively explain why the luminosity of Hα emission of the planet
is lower than that of planet b by the dust extinction effect.
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Appendix A: Approximations of the dust-to-gas
surface density ratio for the opacity calculation

In this work, we calculate the radial distribution of the surface
density and size of dust, but the opacity used for the calculations
of the gas disc structures is not calculated simultaneously. We es-
timate the radial distribution of dust-to-gas surface density ratio,
ZΣ,est, by the combination of three power-low approximations di-
rectly obtained from the input parameters. First, the estimate can
be divided by inside or outside the snowline, we assume

ZΣ,est = max(ZΣ,est,ice,ZΣ,est,rock). (A.1)

Then, outside the snowline, the particles are in the Epstein
regime when they are supplied to CPDs and move to the Stokes
regime, we assume

ZΣ,est,ice = min(ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,ZΣ,est,ice,St). (A.2)

Inside the snowline, the particles are always in the Stokes
regime,

ZΣ,est,rock = ZΣ,est,rock,St. (A.3)

Considering that whether the collision velocity is driven by diffu-
sion (turbulence) or drift depends on the strength of turbulence,
we assume

ZΣ,est,ice,Ep = min(ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vr,ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt), (A.4)

ZΣ,est,ice,St = min(ZΣ,est,ice,St,vr,ZΣ,est,ice,St,vt), (A.5)

and

ZΣ,est,rock,St = min(ZΣ,est,rock,St,vr,ZΣ,est,rock,St,vt). (A.6)

We calculate ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt depending on which of the expressions
of Eq. (27) determines the collision velocity,

ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt = min(ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt1,ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt2), (A.7)

where ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt1 and ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt2 correspond to the upper
and middle expressions of Eq. (27), respectively. We use the
middle expression for ZΣ,est,ice,St,vt and ZΣ,est,rock,St,vt. The parti-
cles start to drift when the drift timescale becomes shorter than
the growth timescale. Therefore, we assume that the drift and
growth timescales of the drifting particles are equal, r/|vr| =
md/|dmd/dt|. We also consider a simple viscous accretion disc,
then Σg = Ṁg,totΩK/(3παc2

s ), where Ṁg,tot is uniform. We also
assume that Ṁd = Ṁd,tot (uniform), Hd = Hg

√
α/St, and |vr| =

(Hg/r)2γStvK, where γ = ∂ ln (ρg,midc2
s )/(∂ ln r) is a spacial con-

stant. If the disc temperature is determined by viscous heating, it
can be approximated to T = (3πMplṀg,tot/(8σSB)×1/(4.8τR))1/4,
because the disc is optically thin (see Fig. 3). When the opacity is
determined by the dust opacity, it can be assumed to κR ∝ T 2ZΣ
for outside the snowline, and κR ∝ ZΣ for inside the snowline
(Pollack et al. 1994). Then, we obtain the dependence of ZΣ on
the planet and CPD properties,

ZΣ,est = ZΣ,est,0

(
Ṁg,tot

2 × 10−7 MJ yr−1

)qṀg,pl
(

Mpl

10 Mpl

)qMpl

(
α

10−4

)qα
×

( x
0
.01

)qx
(

r
100 RJ

)qr

, (A.8)

where the constants ZΣ,est,0, qṀg,tot
, qMpl , qα, qx, and qr are shown

in Table A.1. Here, the r dependence of ZΣ,est,ice,St and ZΣ,est,rock,St

Table A.1. Constants of ZΣ

Description ZΣ,est,0 qṀg,pl
qMpl qα qx qr

ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vr 2 × 10−2 0 −9/32 11/16 5/16 7/32
ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt1 6 × 10−3 −1/7 −4/7 3/7 2/7 4/7
ZΣ,est,ice,Ep,vt2 1 × 10−2 0 −9/22 1/2 5/11 7/22
ZΣ,est,ice,St,vr 7 × 10−4 −20/27 −43/54 37/27 0 2.3
ZΣ,est,ice,St,vt 1 × 10−3 −20/41 −59/82 1 10/41 2.3
ZΣ,est,rock,St,vr 2 × 10−4 −12/19 −23/38 25/19 0 0
ZΣ,est,rock,St,vt 2 × 10−4 −12/29 −31/58 1 6/29 0
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Fig. A.1. Radial distribution of ZΣ (solid curves) and ZΣ,est (dashed lines)
with the various parameter sets investigated in Section 3.1.2.

is assumed as qr = 2.3 and qr = 0, respectively, to approx-
imate ZΣ more correctly, which is not derived from the above
discussion. The value of ZΣ,est,0 is not derived from it either but
is just assumed. Figure A.1 shows that this approximation, ZΣ,est,
(dashed lines) reproduces ZΣ (solid lines) well, especially out-
side the snowline. We note that the opacity is dominated by the
gas opacity inside the snowline when the turbulence is weak
(green and gray), so that the uncertainty of ZΣ due to the growth
of the dust inside the snowline should not be a significant prob-
lem.

Appendix B: Gravitational instability of the CPDs

When Toomre Q parameter, QToomre (Eq. (39)), is lower than
unity, the gas disc is gravitationally unstable (e.g. Toomre 1964).
In the case of the CPD of PDS 70 c with the plausible value of
the planet mass and the gas accretion rate (Mpl = 10 MJ and
Ṁg,pl = 2× 10−7 MJ yr−1), the condition for the instability is sat-
isfied when the disc turbulence is very weak (about α < 10−5) as
shown in Fig. 5. Figure B.1 represents the radial distribution of
QToomre and shows that the parameter is lower than unity at the
outer region of the disc when α = 10−6. Therefore, it should be
difficult to keep the disc structure in such an extreme condition,
especially at the outer region, but the prediction of the dust emis-
sion in this situation is beyond the scope of this paper. We also
note that QToomre is about 2 around r = 1000 RJ when α = 10−5,
which suggests non-axisymmetric features may develop at the
region according to some previous research about protoplane-
tary discs (e.g. Kratter & Lodato 2016). However, it is unknown
whether that is also the case in circumplanetary discs or not. It
is difficult to describe non-axisymmetric features by our 1D disc
model, but the necessary conditions obtained in this paper (i.e,.
the high gas accretion rate and weak turbulence) would be pre-
served even if such non-axisymmetric features are considered.
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Fig. B.1. Conditions for gravitational instability QToomre with the various
parameter sets in Section 3.1.2. The solid and dashed black horizontal
lines are QToomre = 1 and 2, respectively.

Appendix C: Analytical solutions of optical depth

The optical depth for the wavelength of λ in the model (Eq. (33))
can be analytically solved. Substituting Eqs. (31), (32), and (34)
with Eq. (33),

τλ =
3Σd,0

4ρint,opa

∫ Rd

amin

a2−qQabs da,

=

{
AA λ0 > Rd,

AB + AC λ0 ≤ Rd.
(C.1)

where λ0 = 2πa/λ and

AA =

∫ Rd

amin

a2−qQabs,1 da,

AB =

∫ λ0

amin

a2−qQabs,1 da,

AC =

∫ Rd

λ0

a2−q min (Qabs,2,Qabs,3) da. (C.2)

From Section 2.3, we can express the coefficient Qabs as Qabs,1 =
(C1/λ0)a, Qabs,2 = (C2/λ0)a, and Qabs,3 = C3, where C1, C2, and
C3 are constants. Therefore, we get

AA =
C1

λ0(4 − q)
(R4−q

d − a4−q
min ), (C.3)

AB =
C1

λ0(4 − q)
(λ4−q

0 − a4−q
min ), (C.4)

and

AC =



C2

λ0(4 − q)
(R4−q

d − a4−q
min ) Rd < a23,

C3

λ0(3 − q)
(R3−q

d − a3−q
min ) λ0 > a23,

C2

λ0(4 − q)
(a4−q

23 − λ
4−q
0 )

+
C3

Rd(3 − q)
(R3−q

d − a3−q
23 ) otherwise,

(C.5)

where a23 = (C3/C2)λ0.
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